A message from Okaicho Malcom Anderson
Founder and Temple of the Style

Anderson Bushi Kai.
Now is the start of a new year and a new cycle in our journey and that is the
seat of the question what is our Destination our Purpose our Goals our
Dreams?.
For if we don't know this how can we check to see if we are on a Course, or
have we slipped off Centre?. People ask me what is Centre? I believe
that dwelling or living in the past is left of centre and thinking too far in the
future is right of centre,Time is fleeting and precious, living for the pure
moment for the present is that which we can control and it will then have
predestined the future.

There is an old Viking Poem that talks about the 3 Norns sisters Dieties
Urd Verdandi Skuld that lived in the well of Wyrd [ the well of Fate ]
and this well fed the Yggdrasil the world tree the grounding tree of life that
connected the nine worlds which controlled and connected Darkness Light
Good Evil Beginings Endings Birth Death and every child that is born the 3
Norns would carve the childs name into the tree of life [ Yggdrasil ]and
therefore set its fate. However we were gifted with free will and this means
we can intervene and change our Fate providing we have a crystal clear
understanding of what the Fate should be and is not governed by
Environmental Conditioning Myths Propaganda Lies and Illusions and a lack
of Discipline and Laziness. So to change your Fate you will have to have
enlightened intervention and you must be given the tools and exercises to
break free of the prison that holds you and you can but have you the Will to
do so?.

Just do a little check you know the answer yourself how many years have
you been saying this to yourself 1 year 5 years 10 years 20 years , remember
delude the the rest but not yourself. You need a guiding light to show the
way many are still bathing in the light and therefore will achieve their
Goals however many of you were chasing the light and Vibrancy but
you have stopped for a rest. It is time to mount up and continue the Journey
I know this sounds insurmountable but it is your lifeyour Adventure and it
doesn't have to be Drudgery and Pain for it is as though you never had it you
daydream about it every day and in truth it is still there just give it a jolt and
reawaken it.
I have personally spent 46 years and many of my Higher Dans have spent a
large part of their lives doing so and they are now Sharmans and Etherals
and they are gifted in the Art of the Journey Quest and the Awakening
process of bringing you back to centre we also have designed a Chakra
[ The bodies of Yggdrasil Tree ] Theory on the different levels of
Conciousness and achieving Centre. All of my Sharmans and Etherals have
chosen a Chakra to enlighten on. There are 7 Chakras and 7 states of
Conciousness I have read all of them and I have read 100's of books on
this matter however I have never read anything that is so attuned to our
Warrior Style the first Installment will start at the lowestChakra Base.

My fellow Warriors lets get back on course and there is only one place where
this will happen and that is the Dojo Floor.
Temple

